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Paper 2: GM’s Update and Report
Executive Summary
Two reports have become available for partners during the past month and are now being readied for
distribution. The first is the UMR Segmentation research report, released initially to partners early
2015. It is currently being prepared for general release and there has been agreement to include the
segment names (previously these had been removed) with one alteration. The second report about to
be sent to partners is the completed NZIER (New Zealand Institute of Economic Research) CBA (Cost
Benefit Analysis). As mentioned last month, while this report would suggest that the initial targets
were maybe a little on the high side, it does show plenty of upside and therefore ability to meet our
previously stated goals, especially where we can implement projects early and drive faster uptake.
As per my email to partners (senior members) earlier in the month, ThinkPlace are going to complete
a review on our behalf talking to partners over the six weeks and using Better By Design methodology
as they look at I like, I wish , I wonder and I will. This will provide valuable insights into current direction
along with future considerations and engagement.
Finally, we continue to work with other PGP’s, and a worthwhile discussion with the Dairy PGP (Andrew
Fletcher) was held during the month. Both programmes have leveraged each other in a number of
areas, especially across the People Capability and Data and Systems Integration areas, and we will
continue to look for areas where we can maximise benefit to both industries and PGP’s. The Dairy PGP
(Transforming the Dairy Value Chain) finishes in August 2017.

Further Detail
Within the UMR segmentation research we have substituted Retiring with Seasoned for “Seasoned
Grafters” as one of the segment titles. The other segments; Primary Pacesetters, Fast Followers,
Cautious Conservatives, and Confident Captains have remained the same. We are polishing up the slide
presentation at present for distribution to all partners and others on request. We have not distributed
the data behind this presentation however, as we would like to put that forward as a paper thereby
making it available to a wider range of people while protecting its integrity and acknowledgment.
A final copy of the NZIER report has been prepared and is now being readied for distribution at the
start of April. While there are changes from the original Business Case, it still shows sound benefits
from the programme – benefits which increase markedly if we can deliver activity earlier than forecast,
hence the current focus to ensure all activity is underway where possible by year end 2016.
Survey work for 1.2 (farm to processor efficiencies) is now completed and a programme with three
fronts (Timing and uncertainty of supply, Procurement agents and saleyards, and Transport) has been
proposed. Some concern has been expressed about improvement of efficiencies in the report since
the completion of the Red Meat Sector Strategy (RMSS) work was completed a few years ago, yet little
has potentially changed. It is important to note that the RMSS was broad and far more factual in this
area whereas UMR was tightly focused and based on farmer perception. To an extent – the previous
RMSS survey has resulted in the UMR survey now, rather than two similar surveys comparing potential
changed outcomes over time.
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Project work across the People Sector continues. Idea’s Shop have met with a couple of the team as
they look to build stories about some of the activity in these projects. They will be working with
partners to develop these stories in line with partner themes over the coming few weeks, with initial
releases being targeted during April.
Data Linker is also well through development and an initial test is scheduled for April. At a recent High
Performing Farmer workshop, there was much discussion amongst the farmers around the need to
bring data together in a simple way to allow for more informed decision making, and those involved
were very interested in the Data Linker concept.
Finally the Market Development Framework of which the NZ Story is a part is now progressing well.
B+LNZ have been working alongside a wide range of people from within the industry, including farmers
and processors, and have now developed a very good picture of the wider programme, and where the
NZ Story fits within that. Over the next couple of months a workshop will be run to define the specifics
of the programme, and establish timeframes for completion.
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Progress Tracking – based on revised dates (definitions
below)
Project
0.

Project Management.

1.1

Understanding farm business
groupings and farmer behaviour.

1.2

Research sector trust and behaviour
impacts.

2.1

Sector programme to attract top
people to the sector.

Budget

Risks

Issues

Schedule

Comments
On track

On track

On track to commence revised project plan per
focus area in April, pending no significant
comments raised.
On track.

2.2 Sector capability and distribution
channels for identified farmer
segments.

Schedule 5 altered to account for professional
development work with Rural professionals
changed and delayed.

2.3 Coordinated farmer focused extension
networks.

A farmer meeting is scheduled with Blue Sky
Meat Farmers for the 27th April.

Reliant on a “Go” decision from Project 1.2.

2.4 Best practice pathway to market.

Schedule based on Project 1.2 completing on
time. This is expected as per revised timing
noted – but further unforeseen delays in
Project 1.2 could impact on Project 2.4
schedule.

3.1 Integrate base capability and data
capture capability for farmers.

Data Linker development remains on track
with initial pilot group data transfers now
brought forward to early April.

3.2 Develop a sector wide dataset and
benchmarks.

Model development for 3 of 4 new
benchmarks to be completed by end April.
One further benchmark to be defined.

3.3 Understand, develop and promote
decision making tools.

A solid understanding of current state now
exists and initial investigations into future
needs has commenced.

4.1 Improve the red meat sector’s product
positioning and management of
reputational risks.

4.2 Red meat baseline QA framework
developed and implemented.
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Project 4.1, and its significance to the wider
industry, has been discussed through a
number of workshops over December and
January. A clear picture of the role of RMPP,
B+LNZ, and the meat processor sector is
starting to emerge.
The Pilot Program will be delayed until May
2016 due to meat company partners being
busy with overseas customers.

RAG (Red, Amber, Green) Status Definition

Status

RED

Definition

Action

Raise to the PSG to gain
approval for required
 There is a material impact/change to the project
changes. The project will
timeline, cost, and/or objectives.
require remedial action to
achieve objectives.
 There will be significant change to the project plan.
Change control process to
 Over 30% variance and likely to have major impact on
be followed outlining
the project outcomes.
impact of change on
timeline/ cost/scope.
 The project has a problem but action is being taken to
resolve this OR a potential problem has been
identified and no action may be taken at this time but
it is being carefully/closely monitored.
 The project is not on track to deliver committed scope
by committed deadline with committed resources/
funding, but there is a plan to get back to green.

AMBER

Raise awareness to the
 Schedule is late but recoverable, over budget but GM and the PSG via
recoverable, low impacting risks and issues that need monthly reporting.
management but are controllable at the moment.
Additional focus and management is essential to bring
the project back under control.
 Over 30% variance but unlikely to have any
permanent impact on project outcomes. This will be
the case unless the $ value of the variance is
immaterial.
 The project is on target to succeed.

GREEN

 The timeline/cost/objectives are within plan.
 Under 30% variance or the $ value of the variance is
immaterial.
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None.

Project Summaries
Project 1 – Understanding behaviour change
Project 1.1 – Understanding farm business groupings and farmer behaviour
A High Performance Farmer (HPF) workshop was held in March with 28 attendees from our HPF survey
group. During the day two workshops were run looking at;
 What do you think the industry can best do to support higher performing farmers like
yourselves to achieve your full potential?
 Over the next five years what are some of the developments that you think will potentially
increase the performance of your farm business?
The workshops were recorded, and UMR are now transcribing these for use by RMPP project
managers, and to provide back to the HPF who were also very keen to have a written overview of the
discussions. This information will be used to help guide the current projects, as well as providing
insights into future work.
The segmentation report has been updated to now includes Seasoned Grafters (previously Retiring
Grafters), and the updated slide pack is due to be released to all partners at the start of April. This slide
pack is available for distribution to the wider industry as requested.

Project 1.2 – Understand sector trust and impacts of behaviour
Following analysis on the final UMR report, and comments received from RMPP management and the
chair of the Project 1.2 Advisory Group, revised project plans (per focus area) have been designed for
Project 1.2. These project plans take into account farmer views from the survey findings and insights
obtained during research and discussions with processors.

Project 2 – Sector Capability
Project 2.1 – Attract, develop and retain top people
Develop Emerging Talent
The Leadership Pathway Programme is for executive committee members of TeenAg clubs. We were
aiming for 100 students this year enrolled in the programme. 120 registrations have been received to
date. Twenty five TeenAg Executives from schools in the Tasman region met to be introduced to the
first module which was initiated by a coach.
The Red Meat Network is for students in tertiary study. Two new networks commenced at Massey
University and Otiwhiti station in March with a good numbers of students attending.
B+LNZ have been selecting their scholarship students for 2016. It was interesting to note that many of
the students know about and plan to participate in the Red Meat Network which is mentioned in their
applications.
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The Rural Mentor Programme is going well. A meeting with Business Mentors New Zealand who
operate the programme discussed training mentors, advertising, and programme evaluation for 2016.

Leadership and lifelong learning supported through nationwide networks
Both networks (TeenAg and Rural Business Network) are progressing well. The Project Manager is
working with New Zealand Young Farmers and DairyNZ to discuss the future sustainability of both
programmes.
TeenAg clubs continue to grow with 94 TeenAg clubs established to date. The clubs are proving to be
very popular in secondary schools. Generally the TeenAg schools have a boarding facility and are the
large area type schools. Eg. Nelson College, Hamilton Boys and Girls Colleges, Christchurch Boys and
Girls Colleges, Wellington College.
The Rural Business Network had a meeting in Manawatu in March. Mike Petersen, NZ Special
Agricultural Trade Envoy spoke. His topic was - Prospects for NZ with the FTA in Europe & India. There
was a good turn out, however actual numbers were not available at the time of writing this report.
The new Gisborne hub now has an enthusiastic Committee and are planning their first meeting for
April 2016.
All the Committees across New Zealand are planning their meetings for the year and discussing
possible speakers to approach.

Project 2.2 – Capability development to support farmers and advisors
Computer Upskill Programme – RMPP has received more than enough expressions of interest from
individuals wanting to be computer tutors. Phone interviews will be conducted to select two tutors
per region. They will attend a one day training session in Wellington on 28 April. Spare laptops have
been sourced from B+LNZ, enabling each tutor to have a couple available for Farmers to use. ASL the
administration service, is documenting the audit process to ensure all money collected gets forwarded
to RMPP.
Understanding Your Farming Business – the evaluation of the programme has commenced by UMR.
Firstly, a baseline of understanding is being created by running focus groups with women enrolled on
the course, but have not commenced it yet.
The online questionnaire will be emailed to the women half way through the programme, and then six
months after the programme completion. This will enable RMPP to test change throughout the
programme, and ultimately if there has been change on farm.
Entry /Exit farming models - RMPP continue to gather data from workshops around New Zealand to
discover what material is needed. A B+LNZ workshop in Aria offered a speaking slot to the RMPP team
to gather data, and another ANZ workshop was also attended. In April the team will attend a Young
Farmers Club meeting in Methven and in May a RaboBank Succession workshop.
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Key next steps – at a glance

Completion Date

Project 2.1
Launch two new Rural Business Network hubs.

April 2016

Launch three new hubs for Red Meat Network for tertiary students.

April 2016

Project 2.2
Develop trial options for Learning Pathway for Farmers.

April 2016

Tutor training session for Computer Upskill programme.

April 2016

Entry Exit farming model business plan for the PSG to review

May 2016

Project 2.3 – Coordinated farmer focussed extension networks
A Farmer Reference Group is currently being brought together by B+LNZ on behalf of RMPP. The
individuals in this group are being selected from outside the normal range of B+LNZ farmers. It is
important that this group provide a perspective that is broader than the typical B+LNZ farmer
perspective who also do not have any RMPP connection to influence their opinions. This group is
tasked with providing feedback on projects 2.2, 2.3 and 3.0 with proposed outputs such as, planned
activities, farmer friendly language and appropriateness of timelines and actions.
Blue Sky Meats are working toward hosting their first farmer meeting on the 27 April. The meeting
agenda includes identification of a third party facilitator for the pilot farmer group. This option has
always been open to all other processors with no other processors opting to utilise an outside
facilitator. Their preference has always been to manage the client-processor relationship with internal
personnel. The project team have developed a learnings recording tool for which training has been
provided and utilisation will be monitored, and this will also be utilised by Blue Sky Meats.
The pilots are continuing to progress well. The monthly Pilot Working Group (PWG) meeting was well
attended and included contributions and discussions with key people from Project 2.1, 2.2 and 3. This
is helping to build links between the projects and for the PWG to hear more about work being done in
other parts of the RMPP programme.
Figures 1 and 2 provide an overview of the locations of farmers involved in the pilot activities in project
2.3. There is a reasonable coverage across New Zealand, with a range of farm systems and farm types
covered. Pilot group activities over late February/March have included a tour of high performing farms
in the South Island; initial meetings with pilot groups to start to develop a plan of activities for this
year; follow up from the workshops held in February with San Jolly from Productive Nutrition and
continuing work by individual mentors/coaches with pilot farmers.
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Regular catch-ups with each of the processors are underway to help support the extension work they
are doing. This will help us identify any stories that need to be shared amongst the group and identify
any training needs for future PWG meetings.

Figure 1: Pilot farm locations in the North Island. Note: green star – Greenlea; black star – SFF; red star – Alliance
group; yellow star – ANZCO; red star with black outline – Progressive Meats. Map sourced from Topographic Map
265-1 North Island. Crown Copyright Reserved

Figure 2: Pilot farm locations in the South Island. Note: black star – SFF; red star – Alliance group; yellow star –
ANZCO. Map sourced from Topographic Map 265-1 North Island. Crown Copyright Reserved
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Key next steps – at a glance

Completion Date

Blue Sky Meats farmer group meeting to identify the topic of focus and
prospective facilitator for the group

27 April 2016

Group meeting of PGP projects to discuss options for alignment and achieving
shared learnings

29 April 2016

Project 2.4 – Improved pathway from farm to processor
Sub-project 2.4 has been delayed and now has been reprogrammed to follow the completion of subproject 1.2, if approved.
Key next steps – at a glance
Awaiting completion of sub-project 1.2

Completion Date
August 2016

Project 3 – Systems, Tools and Data Integration
Project 3.1 Farm data collection and management capability
Data Linker development remains on track. Data elements for livestock transactions (stock rec)
schema are very close to being finalised and work is well underway on the carcass data schema. The
first test of data transfer will commence in April between pureFarming and B+LNZ Genetics, with
others to follow as soon as possible. There are some logistical problems for two of our proposed pilots
due to work loads and loss of IT staff, but Rezare are working with these organisations to provide
assistance to mitigate these issues where possible.
Development of on-line license agreements which will be used by organisations to manage the terms
& conditions governing supply and use of data are progressing well. Fonterra were briefed on this
recently and we are awaiting their feedback before finalising the initial agreement templates.
Establishment of a second pilot group around a small milk processor appears to have fallen over with
the business case not stacking up for them. As a result, we are now reviewing possible alternatives.
Benchmarks delivered via RMPP will be dependent on kill sheet data supply from processors and
partners are therefore being contacted to confirm their commitment to supplying data via Data Linker.
The Data Linker company registration is awaiting one final consent document from DairyNZ.
Piloting of the electronic Animal Status Declaration (eASD) web version continues to demonstrate
both that the system functions as expected and the pilot group have found this to be an improvement
over the paper form, although transaction volumes to date have been low. Additional processors will
join the pilot group in April and we are seeking to increase the number of suppliers from each processor
to push up the transaction volumes.
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The Android mobile version has been developed and is available for piloting. Development of the iOS
(Apple) version is also complete, but will not be available for a month. This delay is simply a reflection
of the length of time it takes to get an app approved for initial acceptance into the Apple App Store.

Project 3.2 Sector wide dataset and benchmarking
A Web Portal is required to surface the benchmarks (Project 3) and proposed structured learning
pathways (Project 2.2) which we wish to trial to help inform future digital information extension
delivery.
Benchmark model Identification and development is now well underway. UMR research identified
animal performance as being where most measuring is currently done by farmers, followed by feed
supply/grass growth, financial performance and environmental performance. Measurement of animal
and financial performance were also identified in the top ten activities that would improve
productivity. For animal performance lambing/calving percentage, average carcass weight and live
weight gain were identified as the top indicators, with EFS and EBIT/ha for financial measures.
In 2015 it was proposed that the following benchmarks would be provided via a dashboard:








Live weight gain (potentially utilising the existing Hoofprint model)
A measure around carcass weight (RMPP to develop)
Kg product (RMPP to develop)
Defects reducing growth performance or affecting meat quality (RMPP to develop)
Lambing calculator (link to existing B+L NZ tool)
EBITR (link to existing B+L NZ tool)
Pasture Growth forecaster (link to existing Farmax tool)

The dashboard will be delivered as part of the on-line Information Hub for which a proof of concept
project is proposed. Where it is useful and practical to do so, benchmarks will enable year-on-year
and/or peer group comparison.
The new benchmarks are currently being developed to the model stage. To provide these as
benchmarks to the wider sector, the models have to be converted into working tools, the web portal
developed to surface these and kill sheet data supplied on a regular basis from each processor.
It is desirable that the data from processors is fed via Data Linker, supporting this initiative. Delivery
via Data Linker also enables the data to be “standardised”. We are thus dependant on Data Linker
being operational and processors doing the IT work required to implement Data Linker as their data
supply tool.
The current status of benchmark development is detailed below.
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Benchmark
Carcass
defects

Kgs/ha

Live weight
gain

Status











Farmer Engagement

Rollout

Concept design approved by Advisory Group
Pilot Working Group reviewed and provided
suggestion for improvement
AbacusBio now refining the model
Data (pilot farms) received from processors
Development is being fast tracked so ANZ can
use in business planning pilot groups
AbacusBio investigating model options
Will just be a spreadsheet for ANZ workshops
Use of Hoofprint model suggested as possible
solution. Following discussion with Hoofprint
developer AbacusBio, determined too
sophisticated for RMPP needs
AbacusBio have been engaged to develop an
RMPP suitable model



Model to be tested with
farm pilot groups to
establish
usability
and
confirm value



Model to be used as basis to
develop on-line tool and
incorporated into proof of
concept Information Hub





Complete model early April
Pilot farm testing in April
Develop on-line tool June/July



Model to be tested by ANZ
business planning pilot
groups April - June



Model to be used as basis to
develop on-line tool and
surfaced via Information Hub



Model available for first ANZ
workshop late April



Possibly via pilot groups
already looking at lifting
growth and live weight gain



Model to be used as basis to
develop on-line tool and
surfaced via Information Hub



End April to finalise model



To be determined



End April to agree what measures
would be possible/of value

Carcass
weight



Investigating what measure(s) could be useful



To be determined

Lambing
calculator






Benchmark available via B+L NZ website
Is there just a need to promote use?
Do we need to test value first?
Extend breadth of data set?



Test
awareness
usefulness of tool
farmer group

and
with



Actions dependant on farmer
feedback



Test
awareness
usefulness of tool
farmer group
Test
awareness
usefulness of tool
farmer group

and
with



Actions dependant on farmer
feedback

and
with



Actions dependant on farmer
feedback

EBITR
Pasture
growth

Timeline



Benchmark available via B+L NZ website




Tool available via Farmax website
Regional and user pays farm specific forecasts
are available
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Project 3.3 Understand, develop and promote decision support tools
The following table provides a snapshot of the current status of Project 3.3.
Project
3.3
3.3.1

Description

Completion
Date

Responsible

Status

Notes

Understand, develop and promote decisions
making tools
To map farm decision tools and promote their
use on-farm


3.3.1.1

Review, document and assess existing tools from
NZ and around the world (global stock take)

3.3.1.2

Undertake user studies for existing tools (why and
how used - benefits/issues)

30/11/14

OneFarm

Complete




3.3.1.3

3.3.1.4
3.3.2

3.3.2.1

3.3.2.2

Develop a framework to inform future tool
developments to ensure strategic alignment with
sector needs and maximise behaviour change
Promote tool capabilities through a campaign of
communications and benefit reports (e.g.
benchmarks)
To develop and integrate farm business planning
and data input tools

31/05/17

OneFarm

On-going

31/05/17

OneFarm

On-going

31/05/17

OneFarm

On-going








Develop and deploy a base business planning tool
that captures: aim, visions, goals and implements
budgets and reporting capability

30/11/16

Develop a farmer/farm worker data entry
capability for benchmarking - data entry will be
based on a farm calendar and activity

30/11/16
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ANZ

In-progress



A stock take has been completed. This will actually continue as new
tools are identified and added to the OneFarm ToolBox website
The OneFarm ToolBox website is to be redeveloped in 2016 and will
deliver improved search capability and product analysis
OneFarm have delivered a number of on-line product reviews, but this
needs greater emphasis and depth
A new team has taken this over and we are working with them to lift
the future quality of output in this area
With the benefit of the revamped website and planned new sector
people networks the OneFarm team will be in a better position to
deliver on this in from late 2016
Seminars, blogs, industry publications, papers, webinars, ag sector
event attendance being used by OneFarm to raise awareness of tools
and promote value

To be developed and tested via ANZ pilot farm groups.
Workshops/1:1 one follow-up sessions to be delivered to approx. 6
pilot groups in 2016
Final versions of business plan template and supporting resources will
be published via Information Hub
Benchmarking will predominantly be enabled by supply of data from
processors & using existing B+LNZ Economic Service interactive tools

Project

Description

Completion
Date

Responsible

Status

Notes



3.3.3
3.3.3.1

3.3.3.2

3.3.3.3

3.3.3.4

Some benchmarks require user entry of a small number of data values,
but our aim is to utilise Data Linker to supply the majority of data
required, minimizing the need for farmer data input
Therefore, as the programme evolves, there appears to be less need
to develop a specific farm calendar and activity entry tool

To develop animal value calculators
Develop a proposal for the PSG around Rapid
Group Weighing and path to commercialisation
Develop farm-focused educational tools (e.g.
gross margin analysis, business structures,
succession planning, wealth management) - for
multi channel delivery
Develop farm-focused animal composition/yield
prediction calculators
Develop co-product value framework (test with
pelt ID information) - incorporate this into the
animal prediction calculator (3.3.2.2)
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11/06/17

Ag-Research
Tru-Test

In-progress

30/06/19

ANZ
(Succession
planning)

In-progress

31/03/17

30/11/15

Michael
Smith

In-progress



Simulations are being run ahead of development of a prototype 4
element scale. Initial testing is scheduled for the 3rd quarter of 2016.



Research is underway via ANZ led succession workshops through
project 2.2



Work has not yet commenced on this objective.



Further research into the possible use of magnetic nanoparticles for
pelt identification have identified that this will require a longer, more
formal and costlier test process than initially hoped. Further
discussions are required before this can be progressed.

Key next steps – at a glance

Completion Date

Project 3.1
Commence data transfer trial via Data Linker with 2 organisations

April 2016

Work with other Data Linker pilot organisations to mitigate risks of being
unable to participate in trial

April 2016

Work with RMPP processor partners to confirm commitment to supply
benchmark data via Data Linker

April 2016

Involve more farmers/increase transaction volumes in eASD pilot

April 2016

Launch Apple version of mobile eASD app

April 2016

Project 3.2
Seek PSG approval to proceed with proof of concept web portal

April 2016

Complete development of carcass defect, kgs/ha and live weight gain
benchmark models

April 2016

Identify opportunities in pilot groups to test learning pathways via proof of
concept web portal

May 2016

Project 4 - Production and Provenance
Project 4.1 – Positive positioning and management of sector reputational risks
Within the Market Development Framework which has been developed by meat processors and
B+LNZ, four programme areas have been identified as priorities. One of these programmes
(‘integrity/quality’) has particular relevance for the Red Meat Profit Partnership as it is where the NZ
Red Meat Story will be situated.
B+LNZ are currently in the process of organising a one-day workshop during April, where they will
develop an ‘intent map’ for this programme. This workshop will include meat processers, B+LNZ,
industry stakeholder groups, RMPP and some subject matter experts. The ‘intent map’ will set the
scope and aspiration for this programme, and continue the discussion about how B+LNZ, RMPP and
meat processors can work together.
While RMPP has a specific project within the wider Market Development Framework, the collaborative
nature of the partnership assists to 'bridge the GAP’ and enables the opportunity to engage meat
processors within the wider scope of this work.
Key next steps – at a glance
B+LNZ led workshops to develop ‘intent map’
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Completion Date
April 2016

Project 4.2 – Red Meat Baseline Quality Assurance (NZ-Farm Assurance
Programme)
The Advisory Group phone conference to be held on the 6th April with the objective of confirming
partner company participation in the NZ-FAP Pilot Programme. Several of the companies have not yet
submitted their list of farmer participants for the Pilot. Work the programme is ongoing particularly
with Rob Aloe – DINZ is completing further additions to the standard related to deer specific
requirements.
Primary tasks at a glance

Completion Date

AQ to distribute document to be included in Pilot Farmers Pack to
companies for final approval

29 April 2016

Meat companies to nominate pilot group farmers - now urgent

6 April 2016

Introduce NZ-FAP to Meat Company staff, auditors and Pilot Farmers

30 May 2016

Pilot Programme completed

30 June 2016
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